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Ogweno, Luke Philip. MS. The University of Memphis. December, 2013. Model 
Bias Analysis Using Statistical Methods with the NGA East Ground Motion 
Database. Major Professor: Chris H. Cramer. 
The Next Generation Attenuation (NGA) East project has an updated 
database for Central and Eastern North America (CENA) ground motions. I 
analyzed the performance of ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) used 
in the United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Seismic Hazard 
Mapping Project (NSHMP) and other potential GMPEs used in the CENA through 
bias analysis, model inadequacies check using statistical tests and finally ranking 
the GMPEs using log likelihood (LLH), and the Euclidean Distance Based 
Ranking (EDR) technique.   
From bias analysis, Atkinson and Boore (2011) (model A08p), Atkinson 
and Boore (2011) (model AB06p), and Atkinson and Boore (2006) (model 
AB06+) with 200 bar stress drop performed better than other GMPEs. EDR 
results show models A08, AB06p, and AB06+ as the best performing models for 
combined site classes. Models AB06p, EPRI (2004) cluster2 model (EPRI2), 
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Figure2: Normal probability plots (a) ideal; (b) heavy-tailed distribution; (c) light-
tailed distribution; (d) positive skew; (e) negative skew. (Modified after 
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Figure 3: Model description for the comparison between KL distance and 
negative average log likelihood. The heavy solid line in the top panel 
shows the PDF for a lognormal distribution (! ! !"!! ! !!!), which is 
assumed to act as a reference model ! (reality) from which 1000 
synthetic observations were generated (shown in histogram). In 
addition, three-candidate model functions !"! !"!!"#!!" are 
superimposed. For each of the samples, logarithms of the PDFs were 
calculated with respect to the different candidate models. The lower 
row shows the corresponding histogram. The average log-likelihood 
values (equation 5) for each model are indicated on top of each panel 
(Scherbaum et al., 2009)!$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!&(!
Figure 4: Probability distribution definitions given in Equation 8: (a!!!"!!!! ! !!!, 
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Figure 5: Probability distribution definitions given in Equation 9: (a) !"!!!!!"!
!!"! !! ! ! ! ! !!"! !!"!!, (b) !"!!!!!"!!!!!! !! ! ! ! ! !!"!!!"!!, (c) 
difference between the probabilities given in (a) and (b); total discrete 
probability, !"!!!!! ! !!"!!, (d) probability density function of !!!. The 
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probabilities of (a) and (b) are equivalent to !"!!!!! !! ! !!"! !!"!! and 
!"!!!!! !! ! !!"!!!"!!, respectively. The gray shaded area in (d) 
represents the summation of the discrete probabilities in negative and 
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!!"!!!. ! is normally distributed random variable with !! and !"! while 
!!! is a non- negative random variable (Kale  and Akkar, 2012).!$$$$$$$$$$!%+!
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The characterization of earthquake ground motions for engineering 
applications generally involves the use of empirical models referred to as ground 
motion prediction equations (GMPEs). GMPEs describe the variation of the 
median and lognormal standard deviation of particular intensity measures (such 
as peak acceleration, spectral acceleration, or duration) conditional on 
magnitude, site-source distance, site condition, and other parameters. A number 
of GMPEs have been introduced in recent years that are re-defining the state of 
practice for probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) in many earthquake-
prone regions worldwide. For example the Next Generation Attenuation (NGA)-
East is developing a new ground motion characterization (GMC) model for the 
Central and Eastern North-American (CENA) region. The GMC model consists in 
a set of new ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) for median and 
standard deviation of ground motions (GMs) and their associated weights in the 
logic-trees for use in probabilistic seismic hazard analyses (PSHA). 
The NGA East project has developed an updated database of Central and 
Eastern North America (ENA) ground motions (Cramer et al., 2009, 2010, 2012) 
containing over 11,000 records and covering distance and magnitude ranges of 
1-3,500 km and M 2.2-7.6, but mostly less than M 6.0 (Figure 1). This dataset 
was used to rank GMPEs used in United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
national seismic hazard mapping project (NSHMP) and other alternative GMPEs 




Figure 1: NGA-East Ground Motion Database 
!
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1.2 Problem statement 
GMPEs are developed for specific tectonic environments using 
multivariate regression on ground motion databases, and the relationships are 
updated as more earthquake data are obtained (Kramer, 1996; Abrahamson and 
Shedlock, 1997). It is important to note that many GMPEs are not purely 
statistical and that non-statistical information such as nonlinear site response, 
basin effects, oversaturation, and anelastic attenuation, is often used in the 
models (Abrahamson et al., 2008). Because of the improvement of seismological 
! '!
networks, and increasing size of quality of the ground motion database the 
number of proposed ground motion models has increased significantly in the last 
decade to reflect the seismological features of the seismic prone regions. 
Douglas (2011) gives 289 empirical GMPEs for PGA and 188 models for the 
prediction of elastic response spectral ordinates. The selection of candidate 
models, especially the assignment of logic tree weights, has become important. 
Selecting appropriate predictive models to calculate hazard in a site (or a region) 
of interest has become popular topic in engineering seismology. The ground 
shaking in the target region must be well reflected by the selected GMPEs as 
ground motion variability directly affects the computed hazard in the study area. 
Therefore, there is a need for quick and efficient testing to determine if a model is 
appropriate for a particular target region and how it performs over a given range 
of the dataset. In the context of a logic tree with more than a few alternative 
GMPE model branches, it will therefore be hard if not impossible to keep the 
judgment of the complete set of candidate models internally consistent and the 
verdict on a particular model reproducible. 
1.3 Objectives 
The objectives of this study were threefold, namely: 
1. To analyze the performance of CENA GMPEs over the entire magnitude-
distance (and other independent variables, e.g. site classification) range using 
model bias (residual) analysis 
! ,!
2. To check the normality and model inadequacies in various CENA GMPEs, as 
used in the USGS national seismic hazard-mapping project (NSHMP), using 
various statistical test parameters 
3. To use the Euclidean-Distance Based Ranking (EDR) and log likelihood 
concepts to rank CENA GMPEs used in the USGS NSHMP under a given set 
of observed data. 
1.4 Justification 
The analysis was to provide useful information such as establishing the 
GMPE logic-tree to the seismic hazard analyst depending on the objective of the 
hazard project in forecasting either the regional or site-specific hazard. 
Euclidean distance was preferred over residual analysis, as it results in non-
negative differences between observations and estimations that were easily 
transformable into an index. The EDR method also accounts for aleatoric 
variability in ground motion estimations (through standard deviations of GMPEs). 
It also considers the bias between median estimations and observed ground-
motion data (model bias). Other methods such as Log likelihood (LLH) computes 
the occurrence probability of the observed data point by using the corresponding 
estimation that is assumed to be log-normally distributed with median and sigma 
values of the candidate GMPE. The deviation of the mean and the median from 
zero, and the deviation of the standard deviation from !, helps to detect non-
normally distributed models. A large difference between mean and median is a 
means to help identify models for which the residual distributions were skewed. 
! /!
By scaling the data by the model mean and variance, it was possible to evaluate 
the hypothesis that the mean of the normalized distribution is zero (Scherbaum et 
al., 2004). 
1.5  Significance of the study 
Following any modeling procedure, it is a good idea to assess the validity 
of the resulting model. Residuals and diagnostic statistics allow one to identify 
patterns that are either poorly fit by the model, or have strong influence upon the 
estimated parameters, or which have a high leverage. It is helpful to interpret 
these diagnostics jointly to understand any potential problems with the model. 
Also, the quantitative decision favoring different candidate models (GMPEs) 
requires a meaningful measure to distinguish candidate probabilistic models 
The selection of a ground motion model, and the determination of the 
contribution weight to assign to each of them is a fundamental component of any 
seismic hazard analysis. It has been demonstrated that the uncertainty 
corresponding to the selection of the attenuation model influences the hazard 
results more than other aspects of seismicity modeling (Toro 2006). This 
epistemic uncertainty is often treated with the expert opinion approach through a 
logic tree framework (Budnitz et al., 1997). The branch weights in a logic tree 
framework correspond to a degree of belief of experts in different prediction 
models. Statistical tools can be used to replace the expert opinion, which are 
often subjective. The results of this study can be used to give weighting in the 
seismic hazard assessment in the United States. 
! (!
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Douglas and Gehl (2008) proposed a quantitative approach to investigate 
and separate the variability in earthquake ground motion into that attributable to 
site effects and that due to source effects. The technique was based on analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) of residuals of ground motion parameters computed using 
ground motion models that approximately remove the effects of magnitude, style 
of faulting, source-to-site distance and simple site classification.  They applied 
this to four sets of observed strong-motion records: two from Italy (Umbria-
Marche and Molise), one from the French Antilles and one from Turkey. From 
their study they concluded that for the data from Italy the observed variance 
could be attributed to un-modeled site effects whereas those from the French 
Antilles and Turkey were largely attributable to source effects not modeled by the 
ground-motion estimation equations they had used. The thesis study shows the 
need for improved modeling of different source effects within central and eastern 
northern America (CENA) GMPEs. Bindi et al., (2006), Scassera et al., (2009), 
and Shoja-Taheri et al. (2010) used residual analysis to evaluate GMPEs under 
different ground motion databases. 
Scherbaum et al. (2004) show how observed ground motion records can 
help to guide one in the selection and ranking of appropriate models for a 
particular target area. They developed a new, likelihood based, goodness-of-fit 
measure that had the property not only to quantify the model fit but also to 
measure in some degree how well the underlying statistical models are met. 
They developed a scheme to rank candidate ground motion models into different 
! -!
classes (likelihood method (LH). This scheme was intended to assist the seismic-
hazard analyst in judging the appropriateness of ground motion models for a 
particular target area in a data-driven (magnitude, distance and frequencies), 
consistent and reproducible way. The LH method calculates the normalized 
residuals for a set of observed and estimated ground motion data by considering 
that GMPEs are normally distributed in natural logarithm unit. This method 
calculates the exceedance probabilities of residuals as likelihood (LH) values. 
The suitability of candidate GMPEs is identified through the median LH value that 
is described as LH index, which takes value between 0 and 1. 
Scherbaum et al. (2009) discuss the challenges of model selection in 
seismic hazard analysis. They focus on an information-theoretic approach (log-
likelihood (LLH)) method that provides a general theoretical foundation to 
perform quantitative model selection in cases where models can be formulated in 
terms of PDFs or probability mass functions (PMFs) and the key ingredient, the 
Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance, can be estimated from the statistical expectation 
of observations for the models under consideration. This approach does not 
require any ad hoc assumptions and KL-distance differences between models 
are a theoretically sound way of quantifying differences in ground-motion models 
in terms of information. The application of KL distance based model selection to 
real data using the model generating data set for the Abrahamson and Silva 
(1997) ground-motion model shows the superior performance of this approach in 
comparison to earlier attempts at data-driven model selection (e.g., Scherbaum 
et al., 2004). Kaklamanos and Baise (2011) used the Nash-Sutcliffe model 
! )!
efficiency coefficient (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) to validate the NGA-West 
GMPEs by making use of a ground motion data set assembled from recent 
earthquakes recorded in California. 
Joshi et al. (2012) discuss the applicability of different GMPEs for 
predicting the values for which it is made and conclude that in order to apply a 
particular GMPE to any region it needs to be tested against the deviation from 
normality and model inadequacies. They used cumulative probability plots and 
random residual plots to check the presence of fat tail and model inadequacies in 
the GMPE given by BO97, Boore and Atkinson (2008) referred to as BA08, 
Abrahamson and Litehiser (1989) referred to as AL89 and Joyner and Boore 
(1981) referred to as JB81. They observed that as long as the data set is similar 
to the one used for generating the GMPE the normality and model inadequacies 
are satisfied but when the data are different than that used for generation of the 
GMPE, deviation is observed in the cumulative probability plot. 
Beauval et al. (2012a) carried out a study to systematically test global and 
local models against the same regional datasets (M ! 6), and obtained a 
hierarchy of their fit to the data. They apply various techniques to various 
subduction regions and conclude that though the Scherbaum et al. (2009) LLH 
method proved to be efficient in providing one number quantifying the overall fit, 
additional analysis on the between-event and within-event variability were 
mandatory, to control if the median prediction per event and/or variability within 
an event was within the scatter predicted by the model. 
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In another study, Beauval et al. (2012b) use the LLH method of 
Scherbaum et al. (2009) to analyze and quantify the consistency between 
several GMPEs and three different datasets. Using weak motions recorded in 
France (191 recordings with source-site distances up to 300 km, 3.8 " Mw " 4.5) 
and a Japanese dataset they confirm that a dataset of ~ 190 observations is 
large enough to obtain stable LLH estimates. They observe no significant 
regional variation of ground motions and that magnitude scaling could be the 
predominant factor in control of ground-motion amplitudes. Using larger 
magnitudes (5-7) from the Japanese dataset, the ranking of the models is 
partially modified as an indication of magnitude scaling for some of the models. 
This showed that extrapolating testing results obtained from low magnitude to 
higher magnitude ranges is not straightforward. 
Mousavi et al. (2012) used likelihood method (LH) and an information 
theory method (LLH) to evaluate candidate ground motion models for the Zagros 
region of Iran. There was good agreement between the two methods and one of 
the significant results they obtained was that the regional ground motion models 
(corresponding to Europe and Middle East data sets) showed more consistency 
with observed data than the models developed using the NGA models. The 
testing used in their study did not include data from earthquakes with Mw > 6.5 
and R < 50 km due to a paucity of data. 
Kale and Akkar (2012) developed a new novel procedure for selecting and 
ranking candidate GMPEs for seismic hazard analysis. The methodology makes 
use of the Euclidean distance concept and modifies it for the objective of proper 
! &+!
ranking of candidate GMPEs under a given empirical ground motion data set. 
The method considers the ground motion uncertainty (i.e., the standard deviation 
term of the ground motion model) and the bias between the observed data and 
the median estimations of candidate GMPEs. 
! &&!
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The most common methodology for assessing the performance of 
predictive models is still the classical residual analysis. It determines the 
existence of bias by means of mean residual as well as the slope of the straight 
lines fitted to different residual components (i.e. between events and within 
events or total residuals as a function of estimator parameters such as 
magnitude and source to site distance). The methods employed in this study 
included the classical residual analysis which formed the basic step for other 
steps such as, testing normality and model adequacies through construction of a 
cumulative probability plot of the residuals, log likelihood analysis to rank the 
GMPEs using the procedure proposed by Scherbaum et al., (2009), and the 
Euclidean distance based ranking method (EDR) as proposed by Kale and Akkar 
(2012). The residuals for the GMPEs under study were computed first by running 
the Fortran codes of the GMPEs models to produce simulated model outputs 
then obtain the residuals. Detailed descriptions of these methods used are 
discussed below. 
3.1 Classical Residual (Model bias) in GMPE 
Residuals !!!!!! used in this thesis are defined as the differences between 
the natural logarithm of the calculated and observed strong motion variable 
parameters: 
!!!! ! !"!!!! ! !"!!!!      (1) 
! &%!
Here, !"!!!! is the value of the !!!record of the !!!event, and !"!!!! is the median 
value from the !!! GMPE. The mean of residuals for the !!! event with !! records 
is defined as  
!! ! !!! !!"
!!
!!!        (2) 
The between-event and within-event residuals are defined, respectively by 
equation !!!"#!!: 
!!!!!!"#$""%! ! !!!! ! !!     (3) 
!!!"#!!" ! !! ! !!! !!
!!
!!!      (4) 
where !! is the total number of events, !! as the mean of residuals for the !!! 
event with !! records. Negative residuals indicate under-prediction while positive 
residuals indicate over-prediction. 
Once the total, within-event and between-event residuals were obtained 
for each respective GMPE, a plot of residual values versus source to site 
distance and magnitudes were plotted. A summary table of the mean residual 
values of the GMPEs for less or equal to 100km is also presented. 
3.2  Testing normality and model adequacies on GMPEs 
A normality test for the GMPEs residuals was performed by constructing 
cumulative probability plots of the residuals versus observed peak ground 
acceleration (PGA) and other spectral acceleration periods (SAs). A straight line 
indicates normal distribution whereas a sharp upward and downward curve at 
both ends indicates that the tail of the distribution is too heavy to be considered 
! &'!
as a normal distribution. Flattening at the extreme end is a typical pattern for a 
distribution with a thinner tail. GMPEs showing patterns associated with positive 
and negative skew are shown in Figure 2(d) and 2(e), respectively. 
The first step in this process is the calculation of random residuals. The 
random residual is defined as the difference of the logarithm of actual and 
predicted values. The random residuals are arranged in an increasing order and 
are plotted against cumulative probability in order to make a cumulative 
probability plot.  
 
 
Figure 2: Normal probability plots (a) ideal; (b) heavy-tailed distribution; (c) light-
tailed distribution; (d) positive skew; (e) negative skew. (Modified after 
Montgomery et al. 2003). 
!
A substantial departure from a straight line is an indication that the 
distribution is not normal. A departure from normality is potentially serious as the 
! or ! statistics and confidence and prediction interval depends on the normality 
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assumption (Montgomery et al., 2003). The plot of random residual versus actual 
value checks the model inadequacies in the GMPE. If the plot of random 
residuals versus predicted parameter shows the data points within a horizontal 
band then there are no obvious model defects. The model inadequacies are 
shown by deviation in these plots. 
3.3   Log Likelihood (LLH) 
Ranking of GMPEs followed the recent method proposed in Scherbaum et 
al., (2009). The LLH method following its predecessor (i.e., LH method; 
Scherbaum et al., 2004) is sensitive to data size (Delavaud et al., 2009) and it 
might become biased for GMPE rankings done by using a small number of data.  
This method provides a ranking criterion based on information theory 
(Details of the method can be found in the paper by Scherbaum et al., 2009). The 
quantitative decision favoring different candidate models requires a meaningful 
measure to distinguish candidate probabilistic models. Within an information 
theory framework, this measure is given by Kullback-Leibler distance (Delavaud 
et al., 2009). The Kullback-Leibler distance between two models ! !"#!!!!!! is 
presented as  
! ! ! !! ! ! !! ! !!"#! ! ! ! !! ! !!"#! ! !       (5) 
where !! !  is the expected value taken with respect to !!!!!. This distance 
quantitatively represents the amount of information loss if the model !!!!! is 
substituted by model !!!!!. The distance between the two models is defined by 
probability density functions ! ! !"#!!! ! ! The function ! !  represent the 
! &/!
distribution of an observed data point in the ground motion data set. The 
distribution of the estimated data point is described by ! !  and is assumed as 
lognormal with the median and standard deviation of the considered GMPE. For 
model comparisons (e.g., ! !! !"#!!! !! ), only their relative Kullback-Leibler 
distance, !!!! ! !! !! ! !!!! ! !! !!  is taken into account. As a result, the 
expectation of the unknown model ! !  drops out as a constant. The GMPEs 
were ranked according to a criterion noted in LLH, which gives the log likelihood 
of a model given a set of data (i.e. how likely a model has generated the data). 
LLH is then defined as the negative average log-likelihood of the model ! given 
the sample set ! of ! observations: 
!!" ! ! ! !! !"#! ! !!
!
!!!     (6) 
where N is the number of observations !!, and ! the probability density function 
(PDF) predicted by the GMPE (normal distribution, with standard deviation the 
total sigma of the model). The ranking of models according to their fit to the data 
is then straightforward. A small LLH indicates that the candidate model is close to 
the model that generated the data, while a large LLH corresponds to a model that 
is less likely to have generated the data. It should be emphasized again that the 
purpose of this scheme is to provide a data-driven selection and ranking of 
ground-motion models for seismic-hazard assessment. 
Figure 3a shows a case in which a synthetic residual model matches the 
data exactly in terms of both mean and variance. Figure 3b through 3d show 




Figure 3: Model description for the comparison between KL distance and 
negative average log likelihood. The heavy solid line in the top panel 
shows the PDF for a lognormal distribution (! ! !"!! ! !!!), which is 
assumed to act as a reference model ! (reality) from which 1000 synthetic 
observations were generated (shown in histogram). In addition, three-
candidate model functions !!!!!!!"#!!! are superimposed. For each of 
the samples, logarithms of the PDFs were calculated with respect to the 
different candidate models. The lower row shows the corresponding 
histogram. The average log-likelihood values (equation 5) for each model 
are indicated on top of each panel (Scherbaum et al., 2009) 
!
3.4  Euclidean-Distance Based Ranking (EDR) method 
The Euclidean distance !!"! is a statistical index where the square root of 
the sum of squares of the differences between ! data pairs !!! ! !!! is calculated. 
The parameters !! and !! in !"#$%&'(!! designate the observed and estimated 
ground motion data 
!"! ! !! ! !! !!!!!       (7) 
Euclidean distance results in non-negative differences between 
observations and estimations that can be easily transformed into an index. In the 
! &-!
EDR methodology, the estimated ground-motion intensity for a single data point 
(that consists of a certain magnitude, distance, style-of-faulting and site class) is 
assumed to take a set of values that are computed from a predetermined range 
of standard deviation of the considered GMPE. The differences between the 
observed point and the range of estimations for that single point result in a 
probability distribution.  
The method assumes that the natural logarithm of the predictive model 
(GMPE) as well as the Euclidean distances computed for each data point is 
normally distributed. Let ! in !"#$%&'(!! denote the difference between the 
natural logarithms of an observed !!! and estimated !!! data point. In this 
expression, ! is a scalar quantity (single observation) whereas !, the estimator 
for a predictive model, is a Gaussian random variable with mean,!!!, and 
variance,!!!!. From the basic principles of the summation of random variables, ! 
can be proven to be normally distributed (Devore, 2004) with parameters given in 
!"#$%&'()!!. 
! ! ! ! !      (8) 
!! ! ! ! !!      (9a) 
!!! ! !!!      (9b) 
For each single point, the squares of ! values contributing to !" are non-
negative. To establish an analogy between ! and !", the probability distribution 
of the absolute values of ! !!! !! !!"!!!!!!! is considered. !"#$%&'(!!"!is for the 
probability of !!! being less than a certain value !!!!! !!!"!!!!! !! !!!!, which is 
! &)!
actually the difference between !"!!!! ! !!! and !"!!!! ! !!!! as shown in 
Figure 4.  
 
 
Figure 4: Probability distribution definitions given in Equation 8: (a!!!"!!!! ! !!!, 
(b) !"!!!! ! !!!!, (c) !"!!!!! !! !!!. (Kale and Akkar, 2012) 
!
The parameter !  denotes normal cumulative distribution function in 
!"#$%&'(!!. This equation is used to derive the probability distribution of !!!. 




For discrete values of !, which are denoted by !!, the occurrence 
probability of !! !!!! !! !!"!!!!!!!is described within an infinitesimal bandwidth !! 
around !! !!!!! !! !!"!!!! !! !! ! !! ! ! ! !! !! !! !!!. Since the method considers 
the occurrence probabilities of !! via analogy made between !" and !, it is 
modified as !"!!!!! !! ! !!!!!!. Such a relationship can be derived by !"#$%&'(!!" 
resulting in the form of !"#$%&'(!!!. Figure 5 describes the meaning of each 



















!" ! ! !! ! !" !!! ! !!! ! ! ! ! !!! !
!!
! !     (11) 
The total occurrence probability for a set of !!!! values is called Modified 
Euclidean Distance !!"#!. MDE can be considered as a probability-based 
average that is used as an index to account for the effect of sigma while testing 
the performance of GMPEs under a given ground-motion dataset. 
 The discrete Modified Euclidean Distance !"#! is defined by 
!"#$%&'(!!" when !!! is described in discrete points. In this equation, ! is the 
number of discrete points that depend on the bandwidth of !! (Figures 5c and 
5d) and the maximum value of !!!!!!! !! ! !!!!"#!. If !!! is assumed to be 
continuous, the integral expression given in !"#$%&'(!!" is used to calculate the 
continuous Modified Euclidean Distance !!"#!!. 
!"#! ! !!!!!" ! ! !!!!!!!!      (12) 
!"#! ! !! !"#!
!
!!!!






! !"# ! !!!!!
!
!!!!
!!!!  (13) 
For practical applications of EDR method it is suggested by Kale and 
Akkar (2012) that !!!!"# value should be selected in accordance with the 
following relationship: 
!!!!"# ! !"# !!! ! !!!!!      (14) 
In !"#$%&'(!!", ! denotes the multiplier of sigma and !!!!"# depends on 
the value of this parameter. If ! is selected as 3, then the procedure 
approximately covers !!!!" of the differences between the observed and 
estimations of a candidate ground-motion model provided that the normality 
assumption holds for the considered variables in the methodology. The 
! %+!
distribution of ! is asymmetric about zero unless there is a one-to-one match 
between the observed data point and the corresponding median estimation. On 
the other hand the !!!! pairs !!! !! ! !!!!!!"#!! !!!!! are always symmetric about 
zero as illustrated in Figure 5c. 
 
 
Figure 5: Probability distribution definitions given in Equation 9: (a) !"!!!!!! !
!! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !!! ! !! ! !!, (b) !"!!!!!! ! !!!!! !! ! ! ! ! !!! ! !! ! !!, (c) 
difference between the probabilities given in (a) and (b); total discrete probability, 
!"!!!!! ! !!!!!, (d) probability density function of !!!. The probabilities of (a) and 
(b) are equivalent to !"!!!!! !! ! !!! ! !! ! !! and !"!!!!! !! ! !!! ! !! ! !!, 
respectively. The gray shaded area in (d) represents the summation of the 
discrete probabilities in negative and positive sides of the probability density 
function in (c) !!! !!!"!!!!! ! !!!!!!. ! is normally distributed random variable with 
!! and !!! while !!! is a non- negative random variable (Kale  and Akkar, 2012). 
!
The !!" values are computed by considering the probability distribution 
of!  either as discrete (!"#!) or continuous (!"#!). The values of !! ! !! and 
! %&!
bandwidth of !!! ! !!!! will be considered to be sufficient for reliable calculation 
of !"# while testing the performance of a candidate GMPE. 
A significant trend between the observed data and corresponding median 
estimations can then be interpreted as the biased representation of the ground-
motion data by the candidate predictive model. The ! parameter (!"#$%&'(!!"!) 
can be used to measure the level of bias between the observed and estimated 
data. Note that, unlike !"#! ! parameter is computed using the entire ground-
motion database. This parameter is the ratio of original (!!!!"#"$%&) and corrected 
(!"!"##$!%$&) Euclidean distances discussed below, which are given in 
!"#$%&'()!!"!!!"#!!"!. It should be noted that the squared Euclidean distances 
in !"#$%&'()!!"!!!"#!!"! are equivalent to the sums of the squared residuals. 
! ! !"!"#$#%&'!"!"##$!%$&       (15a) 
!"!!"#$#%&' ! !!! ! !!!!!!!!     (15b) 
!"!!"##$!%$& ! !!! ! !!!!!!!!!!     (15c) 
where !! and !! are the natural logarithms of the !!! observed and estimated data 
respectively. ! denote the total number of data in the assembled ground motion 
database. The parameter !!!! stands for the corrected estimation of the !!! data 
after modifying !! with the straight line fitted on the logarithms of the estimated 
and observed data. The calculation of !!!! is given by !"#$%&'(!!".  
!!!! ! !! ! !!!"#!! ! !!!     (16) 
! %%!
where !!"#!! is the predicted value from the regression of !! on !!. The optimum 
value of ! is ! and occurs when estimated values are very close to the 
corresponding observation. 
The calculations are presented for a single data point while describing 
MDE and were repeated for the entire ground-motion database, as the EDR 
index must represent the overall probability of the differences between the 
estimated and observed data. This probability was then modified by ! to penalize 
the considered predictive model according to the level of bias detected between 
the median estimations and overall trend in empirical data. To eliminate the 
dependency of EDR results on data size, the compound effect of ! and !"# was 
normalized by the total data number, ! in the ground motion dataset. 
The mathematical expression of EDR is given by !"#$%&'(!!". Note that 
the EDR index is the square root of the expression given in !"#$%&'(!!". A 
smaller EDR value implies better representation of the ground-motion dataset by 
the predictive model. 
!"#! ! ! !! !"#!
!!
!!!      (17) 
These methods were repeated for various candidate GMPEs and tested at 
7 different discrete spectral periods ranging from T=0.0s (PGA) to T=2.0s, (i.e., 
PGA, 0.1s, 0.2s, 0.3s, 0.5s, 1.0s and 2.0s). It is important to note that the values 
studied here are not peak ground accelerations (PGAs) nor spectral 
accelerations (SAs), but the residuals between predicted and measured 
logarithmically transformed accelerations. 
! %'!
C9 D(/7',/-1$)-E3/"7//3%$/-
4.1  Data selection  
The NGA-East database is a huge file consisting of over 91 earthquakes 
and over 700 recording 3-component broadband stations. The data for analysis 
were selected by avoiding the higher attenuating Gulf Coast. The Gulf Coast was 
assumed to lie below !"!!!!. Also Texas (!"#$!!"!!""#!) Gulf earthquakes 
were avoided plus bad data stations were not included in the analysis. The 
stations were characterized into three different soil classes as either rock sites 
(less than 5 m of soil or estimated !!!" greater than 600 m/s) or soil sites (5m – 
100m of soil or estimated !!!" between 360 and 600 m/s) or as deep soil sites 
(greater than 100 m or estimated !!!" less than 360 m/s). Several earthquakes 
occurring in tectonic settings similar to those in the CEUS were also included 
(e.g., Nahanni, Gazli, and the Bhuj earthquakes). 
The GMPEs were tested against the NGA database dataset. Although 
most GMPEs have been developed for maximum distances varying from 100 km 
to 1,000 km, distances as far as 3,000 km were taken into account though from 
the results of residual analysis at distances greater than 1,000 km, the GMPEs 
begins to be unstable in their prediction of the ground motion equation. 
4.2 Parameter compatibility 
All GMPEs considered in this study as presented in !"#$%!! use the 
moment magnitude scale to characterize earthquake size. The distance measure 
is different from one model to the other as shown in !"#$%!!! Some models use 
! %,!
the Joyner and Boore (1981) distance measure !!"#! (which is measured 
horizontally on the surface) while others are based on the rupture distance 
(closest distance to the rupture plane). Others use the hypocentral distance. 
Each model was used with its native distance measure. 
 
Table 1: Abbreviations for ENA GMPEs as used in this thesis 
# Abbreviation GMPE TYPE 
1  A08 Atkinson, 2008 
Hybrid 
2  A08p Atkinson and Boore, 2011 adjustment to A08 
Hybrid 
3  AB95 Atkinson and Boore, 1995 
Double corner frequency 
4  AB06 Atkinson and Boore, 2006 (140 bar stress drop) 
Dynamic Corner 
5  AB06+ Atkinson and Boore, 2006 w/ 200 bar stress drop 
Dynamic Corner 
6  AB06p Atkinson and Boore, 2011 adjustment to AB06 
Dynamic Corner 
7  C03 Campbell, 2003 
Hybrid 
8  EPRI1 EPRI, 2004 cluster 1 model 
Spectral Single Corner 
9  EPRI2 EPRI, 2004 cluster 2 model 
Spectral Double Corner 
10  EPRI3 EPRI, 2004 cluster 3 model 
Hybrid 
11  EPRI4 EPRI, 2004 cluster 4 model 
Finite source model 
12  F96 Frankel et al., 1996 
Single Corner 
13  PZT11 Pezeshk et al., 2011 
Hybrid 
14  S01 Somerville et al., 2001 
Full waveform Simulation 
15  SC02 
Silva et al., 2002 single corner, constant stress drop 
w/saturation 
Single Corner-Constant stress drop 
16  SD02 Silva et al., 2002 double corner w/saturation 
Double corner w/saturation 
17  SV02 Silva et al., 2002 single corner, variable stress drop 
Single corner, variable stress drop 
18  T02 Toro et al., 1997, 2002 update 
Single Corner 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3 Classical Residual Analysis Method 
This is the more classical residual analysis technique employed in every 
other GMPE bias analysis. The residual is the difference between the prediction 
and the observation in terms of the logarithm. !"#$%!! displays the results of 
classical residual analysis for combined soil sites namely rock, soil and deep soil 
sites. The highlighted colors represent red for best category of GMPE, green for 
second best and blue for third best category of GMPEs within each spectral 
period studied. 
 
Table 3: Summary Table of all three classes of site conditions 
!"#$ #!%&'()* +,-.&/00* +,1.&'02* +,3.&'22* +,0.&'1/* -,+.&/01* 1,+.&0+(* 456789 :5;<
%+'=> !"#$%"&"#"'() !"#"*+&"#"'() !"#$,(&"#"'+) !"#"%+&"#"'') !"#$"(&"#"'-) ."#$+"&"#"'-) ."#+//&"#"-") "#$-, -
%?+(= ."#"*,&"#"'-) ."#"',&"#"'() !"#""(&"#"'') ."#",/&"#"'') ."#$-"&"#"'$) ."#'$'&"#"'+) ."#-$/&"#"'%) "#$(- 1
%?+(@ ."#$,+&"#"'') ."#$"-&"#"'() ."#"-'&"#"'+) ."#$"'&"#"'') ."#$,,&"#"'$) ."#''-&"#"'+) ."#-'%&"#"'%) "#$*' 3
%+'>> !"#'-(&"#"',) !"#+-$&"#"'() !"#'$/&"#"'() !"#+%$&"#"',) !"#++-&"#"'%) !"#"+*&"#"'-) ."#+$-&"#"'%) "#+', 2
$#:A2 !"#$'*&"#"'-) !"#$"%&"#"',) !"#-"%&"#"'/) !"#-+$&"#"'%) !"#'%%&"#"'/) !"#$*/&"#"'-) !"#"''&"#"',) "#+-+ 0
%?+(> ."#+-$&"#"'') ."#$%+&"#"'() ."#$""&"#"'') ."#$-%&"#"'') ."#+""&"#"'$) ."#',-&"#"'+) ."#-,,&"#"'%) "#+-' (
$#:A1 !"#'',&"#"'') !"#+,'&"#"'() !"#+/%&"#"'-) !"#+*(&"#"'/) !"#+%*&"#"'/) !"#$*,&"#"',) !"#$"(&"#"'*) "#+(+ /
%?)0> !"#'/*&"#"'() !"#'(*&"#"'%) !"#'%$&"#"'() !"#',"&"#"',) !"#+,,&"#"'-) !"#"%"&"#"'+) ."#"%,&"#"'/) "#+/' '
$#:A- !"#'$$&"#"'+) !"#+,,&"#"'() !"#'/+&"#"'() !"#-'$&"#"'/) !"#-+/&"#"'() !"#$/-&"#"'$) !"#""$&"#"'%) "#+%' )
B#+0> !"#$+"&"#"'%) !"#$'+&"#"'%) !"#-//&"#"'() !"#(**&"#"',) !"#$%-&"#"'$) !"#++-&"#"'$) !"#'+"&"#"'/) "#+*- -+
C+->> !"#+'+&"#"'/) !"#+$%&"#"'%) !"#('-&"#"'/) !"#-*/&"#"'/) !"#-+"&"#"'() !"#+,(&"#"'-) !"#"%(&"#"',) "#'++ --
#DB-- ."#,'-&"#"',) ."#-%"&"#"'*) ."#$'%&"#"'%) !"#$-+&"#"-") !"#$/-&"#"-$) !"#'"*&"#"-") !"#-""&"#"-() "#'+( -1
CE+1> !"#-+-&"#"'+) !"#$+*&"#"'() !"#(-/&"#"'() !"#(((&"#"'/) !"#-*,&"#"'-) !"#++/&"#"'$) !"#"$$&"#"'%) "#'-$ -3
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$#:A3 !"#(++&"#"',) !"#-(%&"#"'%) !"#-/,&"#"',) !"#-*+&"#"'/) !"#-/$&"#"'() !"#'--&"#"'') !"#'-*&"#"'/) "#--( -/
E+3>> !"#(//&"#"'/) !"#(**&"#"-$) !"#,*"&"#"'/) !"#/+"&"#"'%) !"#(,$&"#"'() !"#-"$&"#"'+) !"#+**&"#"'/) "#(( -'
B+1>> !"#,(-&"#"'/) !"#,/,&"#"-$) !"#*$'&"#"-$) !"#%'*&"#"-") !"#/-/&"#"',) !"#,"%&"#"'') !"#+($&"#"',) "#,/ -)  
Legend: Mean residuals for distance ! 100km for seven periods. 
Factor is average of the absolute value of the seven mean residuals. 
Numbers in parentheses in the header are numbers of observations at 
each period whereas in the table are standard deviation. Factor is the 
absolute average of the seven periods considered. Legend: Red=1, 
Green = 2 and Blue = 3. Note: Positive value indicates over-prediction 
whereas a negative value indicates under-prediction by the model. 
 
! "$!
From !"#$%!! it can be noted that the classical residual analysis results 
indicate that A08p is the best performing GMPE model overall followed by AB06p 
and AB06+ (200 bar). When you consider individual periods, there is varied 
response from the GMPEs. This implies that the model bias are period 
dependent with newer GMPEs showing better predictions at shorter periods and 
older GMPEs showing better predictions at longer periods i.e. 1.0s and 2.0s 
respectively. At shorter periods, AB06p performs better overall. In general, newer 
GMPEs tend to predict lower ground motion levels than older GMPEs. This can 
be attributed to geometrical spreading used in the GMPE; newer GMPEs use 
!!!!! while older GMPEs use !!!!!.  
!"#$%!! summarizes the same results but for rock site only. From these 
results it is still noted that A08p is still matching the observed ground motion 
better than the other GMPEs followed by AB95 and A08.The results also indicate 
that the GMPE performances are varied across the period. A08p though is 
performing better overall but at long periods it does not match the observed 
ground motion well, i.e., it under predicts the observed ground motion. EPRI1 
performs well in matching the predicted ground motion to observed ground 
motion at 2.0 seconds.  
! "%!
Table 4: Selected soil class average (rock sites) 
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Legend: Red=1, Green = 2 and Blue = 3. Note: Positive value indicates 
over-prediction whereas a negative value indicates under-prediction by 
the model. 
 
From !"#$%!! the results indicate that there is mixed response from the 
GMPEs across the periods studied. The classical residual analysis for rock sites 
indicates that A08 over-predicts the ground motions slightly but at 0.2s to 0.5s it 
under-predicts. PZT11 performs well at 0.3s. The best mean residual values lie 
between -0.03 and 0.2. 
!"#$%!!!!"#!!"#$%!! summarize the results for soil site and deep soil site, 
respectively. The results indicate that AB06, AB06+ and AB06p perform well in 
matching the observation for the soil sites. For the deep soil sites EPRI4, EPRI2, 
and A08 matches the observations well compared to the other GMPEs. The 
result across all the periods has a mixed performance from the GMPEs. Note 
that these results highlight the need to test GMPEs as a function of spectral 
periods (frequencies). Mixing the periods as given by the results in the factor 
! "&!
column would produce a ranking that does not reflect correctly the goodness–of–
fit of the models to the data. 
 
Table 5: Selected soil class average (soil sites) 
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Legend: Red=1, Green = 2 and Blue = 3. Note: Positive value indicates 
over-prediction whereas a negative value indicates under-prediction by 
the model. 
 
Table 6: Selected soil class average (Deep soil sites) 
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Legend: Red=1, Green = 2 and Blue = 3. Note: Positive value indicates 
over-prediction whereas a negative value indicates under-prediction by the 
model. 
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Further results of classical residual analysis are presented in Appendix 1 
Figures 8-11. From the results of current GMPEs used in the USGS NSHMP 
plots in Figure 1 in Appendix 1, it can be noted that they are comparable in the 
10-1000 km distance range. At both close in distances and beyond 1000 km 
range, there is a lot of instability and wide variation in the residual values. In 
general, most of the GMPEs tend to over-predict the ground motion with 
exception of S01 that deviates significantly at about 400km for spectral period 
(0.1s, 0.2s, 0.3s, 0.5s 1.0s, and 2.0s) and at 750 km distance for the peak 
ground acceleration (pga). A08 also shows great deviation (over-predicting 
greatly) beyond 1000 km distance. For the PGA spectral period, the GMPEs are 
very close to each other giving no clear advantage of one GMPE from the other. 
AB06 and AB06+ tend to under-predict the ground motion for most of the spectral 
periods studied. 
For the proposed GMPEs, there is tendency for most of them to over-
predict the ground motion for most of the distance range except beyond 1000 km 
where they all show a tendency to under predict or change sharply towards 
under-predicting the ground motion. PZT11 is an exception as it generally under-
predicts the ground motion between 10-400 km distance range then over-shoots 
the prediction for 0.1s spectral period. SC02 under-predicts from ~70km till 1000 
km at 0.1s. AB06p and PZT11 have similar trends at 0.2s, closely matching the 
observed ground motion but generally under-predicts. Ab06p generally under-
predicts the ground motions for most of the spectral periods studied. 
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4.4 NGA-East Database statistics 
In order to get a clear picture of the properties of the residual results it is 
imperative to check the statistical properties of the NGA-East database for the 
periods under consideration. The test statistics for the combined sites (Table 7), 
shows that all of the PGA and pseudo spectral periods studied in the NGA-East 
database for skewness can be said to be positively skewed i.e., the right tail is 
more pronounced than the left tail. This implies that most of the observed ground 
motion values are concentrated on the left of the mean, with extreme values to 
the right. The same pattern is repeated for the rock sites !!"#$%!!! and soil sites 
!!"#$%!!!. The deep soil sites !!"#$%!!"! have negative skewness for most of the 
periods studied except at 2.0s where they have positive skewness, i.e., the data 
for the deep soil sites are concentrated on the right of the mean, with extreme 
values to the left.  From the kurtosis tests, the result for the observed ground 
motion at the specified periods (PGA, 0.1s, 0.2s, 0.3s, 0.5s, 1.0s, and 2.0s) 
shows that for the soil sites the kurtosis is platykurtic, i.e., the data has flatter 
than normal distribution with wider peaks. This is also repeated for deep soil sites 
except at 0.1s where the distribution is leptokurtic, i.e., the distribution has a 
sharper peak and most of the values are concentrated around the mean and 
have thicker tails with high probability for extreme values. For the rock sites, the 
distribution is also leptokurtic except at 0.1s where the distribution is platykurtic. 
For combined site classes, the distribution is platykurtic except for PGA where 
the distribution can be considered almost as mesokurtic. The !", Lilliefors and 
Jarque-Bera statistical tests on the NGA-East observed ground motions at the 
! '"!
PGA, 0.1s, 0.2s, 0.3s, 0.5s, 1.0s, and 2.0s shows that these ground motion data 
are not normally distributed. It can be concluded that the statistics of the 
database affects the statistics of the residual values and hence the GMPEs 
statistics. 
 
Table 7: NGA-Database Summary Statistics for All Sites 
 
 
Table 8: NGA-Database Summary Statistics for Rock Sites 
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Table 9: NGA-Database Summary Statistics for Soils 
 
 
Table 10: NGA-Database Summary Statistics for Deep Soils 
 
 
4.5  Normality Test 
In univariate data analysis, one of the most widely used assumptions is 
the assumption of “normality”. Furthermore, the commonly assumed “normality”, 
helps us estimate and make inferential comparisons and judgments. However, 
violation of this assumption might produce misleading inferences and the results 
of using unreliable inferences are to produce misleading interpretations. 
The random residual is usually assumed to be lognormal distributed 
(Campbell 1981). It is assumed that random residuals behave normally for all 
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computations related to the ground motion variability. Deviation of this random 
residual with respect to normality is one of the main causes of the presence of a 
fat tail in the distribution function. To check this hypothesis, plots of cumulative 
probability with respect to residuals were plotted as illustrated in the Figures in 
Appendix 2. A linear trend indicates that the model is adequate for predicting the 
ground motions in the dataset. It can be noted that in the plot of random residual 
versus cumulative probability (Figures in Appendix 2) there is a varied response 
in the tails. This was probed further using skewness and kurtosis test as 
discussed in the skewness and kurtosis sections respectively. 
4.5.1  Skewness 
Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the data around the sample 
mean. If skewness is negative, the data are spread out more to the left of the 
mean than to the right. If skewness is positive, the data are spread out more to 
the right. The skewness of the normal distribution (or any perfectly symmetric 
distribution) is zero. The skewness of a distribution is defined as 
! ! ! !!!! !!!       (18) 
where ! is the mean of !, ! is the standard deviation of !, and !!!! represents 
the expected value of the quantity !. A negative skew indicates that the 
distribution is spread out more to the left of the mean value, assuming increasing 
values on the axis to the right. The mean is smaller than the mode. Distributions 
with positive skewness have large tails that extend to the right. By skewed left, 
we mean that the left tail is long relative to the right tail. Similarly, skewed right 
! '+!
means that the right tail is long relative to the left tail. A skewness test was done 
for the GMPEs under study at the seven spectral periods considered. 
!"#$%&!!!! !" summarize the outcomes of this test.  
 
Table 11: Summary table of Skewness results for all sites 
 
 
Table 12:  Summary table of Skewness results for rock site 
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The skewness results were interpreted as: If skewness = 0, the data are 
perfectly symmetrical. But a skewness of exactly zero is quite unlikely for real-
world data, so how can you interpret the skewness number? The rule of thumb 
suggested by Bulmer (1979) was used to interpret the skewness values, i.e., 
• If skewness is less than "1 or greater than +1, the distribution is highly 
skewed. 
• If skewness is between "1 and "# or between +# and +1, the distribution 
is moderately skewed. 
• If skewness is between "# and +#, the distribution is approximately 
symmetric.  
The results of this classification are summarized in !"#$%!!". 
 
Table 13: Classification of the GMPEs according to skewness (all sites) 
 
 
!"#$ #!% &'() &'*) &'+) &',) ('&) *'&)
%&- !"#$%&'()*+*, !"#$%&'()*+*, !"#$%&'()*+*, !"#$%&'()*+*, -.,*/01* !"#$%&'2)*+*, -.,*/01*
%&-. -.,*/01* 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% -.,*/01*
%/&01 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
%/&0 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
%/&0. 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
%/2, 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
3&+ 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
$#45( 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
$#465* 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
$#465+ 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
$#4657 -.,*/01* -.,*/01* 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
820 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% -.,*/01*
#9:(( 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% -.,*/01* -.,*/01* -.,*/01* -.,*/01* 3(&44*1/"50%
;&( -.,*/01* -.,*/01* 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
;3&* 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
;<&* 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
;=&* 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% -.,*/01*
:&* 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
:#&, 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50% 3(&44*1/"50%
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From !"#$%!!"! it can be seen that most of the GMPEs can be considered 
as symmetrical and A08 shows highly skewed results while a few GMPEs shows 
moderate skewness. The skewness is also a function of the spectral period, 
which further highlights the need to rank the GMPEs based on spectral periods 
rather than overall ranking (mixed spectral periods/frequencies). 
4.5.2  Kurtosis 
Kurtosis is a measure of how outlier-prone a distribution is. The kurtosis of 
the normal distribution is 3. Distributions that are more outlier-prone than the 
normal distribution have kurtosis greater than 3; distributions that are less outlier-
prone have kurtosis less than 3. The kurtosis of a distribution is defined as 
! ! ! !!! !!!      (19) 
where ! is the mean of x, ! is the standard deviation of x, and E(t) represents the 
expected value of the quantity t. A kurtosis test was performed for the GMPEs 
studied at each of the seven spectral periods. The results of this test are shown 
in !"#$%!!" for all sites combined. 
! '%!
Table 14: Summary table of Kurtosis Results (all sites) 
 
 
The results of kurtosis were interpreted using the following classification  
• Kurtosis > 3 - Leptokurtic distribution, sharper than a normal distribution, with 
values concentrated around the mean and thicker tails. This means high 
probability for extreme values. 
• Kurtosis < 3 - Platykurtic distribution, flatter than a normal distribution with a 
wider peak. The probability for extreme values is less than for a normal 
distribution, and the values are wider spread around the mean. 
• Kurtosis = 3 - Mesokurtic distribution - normal distribution for example. 
The results of this classification are summarized in !"#$%!!" for the rock 
sites. 
!"#$ #!% &'() &'*) &'+) &',) ('&) *'&) -./012 3.45
#67(( !"#$! !"%&! !"%!% !"#%& &"'%& &"(&! !"%#) !"%%) (
$#389+ !"!$* !"#$$ &"')* &"'++ !"%)& !"!&$ !")%* !"&&# *
$#389( !"&() !"')& !"%$# &"((& &"'!( !"#)% !"(## !"!%& +
:;&* !"$#( !"*#& !"%+* !"#(# !"!)% !"*(' !"(%! !"*%$ <
:=&* !"$*' !"*&* !"%(# !"&%) !"!$& !"$&% !")&( !"*%' ,
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%C&> !"()# !"'!' !"$&+ !"*%! !"!(' !"+%+ !"(#* !"+$% (+
%C&>E !"('' !"'$& !"$!' !"*%$ !"!)' !"+%& !"(!+ !"+$' (<
-B> *"#%( !"')+ !"+*% !"$+) !"$&& !"+$& !")&$ !")*# (,
:&( *"%(* $"!%* *"&+) !")%$ !"##* &"'+% !"%($ !")(' (>
$#389< *"##! $"**! *"&') !")&# !"#** &"''* !"#&* !"(!* (A
7#&, *"%#) *"+%# !")%% !")$! !"+(% !"+($ !")%! !"()) (?
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Table 15: Classification of the GMPEs according to kurtosis (all sites) 
 
 
!"#$%!!" Indicates that most of the GMPEs are leptokurtic in distribution. 
This implies that they have sharper peak than a normal distribution, with values 
concentrated around the mean and thicker tails. With leptokurtic distribution, the 
GMPEs distributions are likely to be influenced by extreme values. For those 
GMPEs having platykurtic distributions i.e., flatter peak than normal distribution 
with wider peak, the probability for extreme values is less than for a normal 
distribution, and the values are spread widely around the mean. A08 had higher 
peakedness distribution and this could have come from an extreme deviation. 
Small departures from the normality assumption do not affect the model 
greatly, but gross non-normality is potentially more serious as the test statistics 
(e.g., !!!! !"#! and confidence and prediction interval depends on the normality 
!"#$ #!% &'() &'*) &'+) &',) ('&) *'&)
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%&-. !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
%/&01 !"#$%&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
%/&0 !"#$%&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
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$#465* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
$#465+ +,-$.&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
$#4657 !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
820 !"#$%&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
#9:(( !"#$%&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
;&( !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* +,-$.&'($)*
;3&* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
;<&* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
;=&* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
:&* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
:#&, !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* +,-$.&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)* !"#$%&'($)*
! *(!
assumption (Montgomery et al., 2003). A heavy tail distribution often generates 
outliers that pull the least square fit too much in their direction. 
4.6 Testing the shape of the residual distributions 
Several approaches were used to test the shape of the residual 
distributions such as the ! score, Kolmogorov-Smirnov !!"!, Lilliefors, and 
Jarque-Bera tests. 
The tests were done on the GMPEs to see if they obey the rules of normal 
distribution that normal data have 
• Mean = median = mode, also has symmetry about the center and 50% 
of the values less than the mean and 50% greater than the mean.  
In addition; 
• Approximately two thirds of the standardized residuals falling between 
plus and minus one; 
• Approximately 95% of the standardized residuals falling between plus 
and minus two; and 
• Almost all (99.7%) of the standardized residuals falling between plus and 
minus three; 
The ! score was calculated using equation 19 and the results presented in 
Figures in Appendix 1 for rock sites.  
! ! !!!!      (20) 
! *)!
where ! is the mean of x, ! is the standard deviation of x and z is the Z-score 




Figure 6: Detailed Standard Normal Distribution  
Source: http://www.mathsisfun.com/data/standard-normal-distribution.html 
 
Figure 6 shows that 68% cumulative percent are within ±1 standard 
deviations, 95% are within 2 standard deviations and 99.7% are within 3 
standard deviations. Figure 6 was used to compare the GMPEs residual 
distributions and to illustrate what standard deviation units are considered 
normal. The results of this comparison are shown in Figures in Appendix 2 for the 
rock sites. Comparing the GMPEs with Figure 6, the results indicate that most of 
the GMPEs closely follow the normal distribution. 
! *"!
4.6.1  Hypotheses testing 
The following are the null !!!! and alternative !!!! hypotheses used in 
this distribution: 
!!: The random residuals come from a population with a normal distribution, 
with mean ! and standard deviation !. 
!!: The data do not represent a sample from the normal distribution with 
mean ! and standard deviation !.  
The tests are conducted at a ! ! !!!" level representing the probability of falsely 
rejecting !!. Figure 7 illustrates the hypothesis test procedures. 
 
 
Figure 7: Distribution of mean ! when !! is true and false 
! *'!
4.6.2  The z-test 
The null hypothesis is that the mean of the normalized residual set is zero. 
The residuals are assumed to be from a normal distribution of known variance 
(unit). The p-value indicates the smallest level of significance that would lead to 
rejection of the null hypothesis with the given data. A small p-value means that 
the differences between the estimated mean and model mean is significant and 
thus it is very unlikely that the candidate model produced the observation. On the 
other hand, a large p-value enhances our confidence in the model (Scherbaum et 
al., 2004). Figures in Appendix 2 for rock sites include the z-test, and p-value for 
different GMPEs for residual distribution of seven periods namely (pga (0.0s), 
0.1s, 0.2s, 0.3s, 0.5s, 1.0s, and 2.0s). 
Figures in Appendix 2 (Rock sites) show the distributions for all the 
GMPEs. On the left top panel is the histogram fitted with a normal distribution, on 
the bottom left panel are the parameters tested to show if the distribution is 
normal for which all of the GMPEs fail the normality test. On the right top panel is 
the cumulative distribution with a straight-line fit. It indicates that the GMPEs 
normality is a function of the number of standard deviation units. On the bottom 
right panel is the normalized residual distribution with !-scores (indication of the 
number of standard deviation units from the mean). The standardized normal 
distribution plot indicates that all of the GMPEs have a mean of zero and unit 
variance. 
! **!
4.6.3  The Lilliefors test 
The Lilliefors test was used to test the null hypothesis that data come from 
a normally distributed population, when the null hypothesis does not specify the 
mean and variance of the distribution. Figures in Appendix 2 (Rock sites) shows 
the parametric test done. The results indicate that the GMPEs residuals are not 
normally distributed. 
4.6.4  Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test compares a 
hypothetical or fitted cumulative distribution function !"# !!!!!! with an empirical 
cdf !!!!! in order to assess fit. The empirical cdf !!!!! is the proportion of the 
observations !!!!!!!! that are less than or equal to ! and is defined as: 
!! ! ! ! !!      (21) 
where n is the size of the random sample and ! !  is the number of !!!! less than 
or equal to ! . The statistic !! is the largest vertical distance between !!!!! and 
!!!!! for all values of !, i.e., 
!! ! !!""!!! !! ! ! !!!!!     (22) 
This was done to check whether or not the residual distribution is 
significantly different from a zero mean normal distribution with unit variance. The 
KS test checks the deviations from the model distribution not only in a general 
sense but also for the most deviant values of the criterion variable. 
The hypothesis for the test is presented as 
! *+!
!! ! !"#$%&!!"#$%"&'$"()! !"#$%#!!!!"!!"#$!!"#!!"#!$$!!"#$%&'&!!"!!"#$!
!! ! !"! ! !!"#$%!!"#$%"&'$"()!!
If the test statistic exceeds the !! ! quantile as given by !"#$%!!" then 
reject !! at the level of significance ! ! !!!". 
 
Table 16: Critical Values for the Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (2-sided) 
n\ 
! 
0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
1 0.995 0.975 0.950 0.925 0.900 
10 0.490 0.410 0.368 0.342 0.322 
20 0.356 0.294 0.264 0.246 0.231 
30 0.290 0.240 0.220 0.200 0.190 












In statistics, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) is a non-parametric 
test for the equality of continuous, one-dimensional probability distributions that 
can be used to compare a sample with a reference probability distribution (one 
sample K-S test), or to compare two samples (two sample K-S test). The K-S 
statistic quantifies a distance between the empirical distribution functions of the 
sample and the cumulative distribution function of the reference distribution, or 
between the empirical distribution functions of two samples. The null distribution 
of this statistic is calculated under the null hypothesis that the samples are drawn 
from the same distribution (in the two sample case) or that the sample is drawn 
! *#!
from the reference distribution (in the one sample case). In each case, the 
distributions considered under the null hypothesis are continuous distributions 
but are otherwise unrestricted. Figures in Appendix 2 (Rock sites) show that the 
GMPEs residual distributions are not normally distributed. This is consistent with 
results of test statistics obtained from the NGA-East database itself. 
4.6.5  Jarque-Bera (JB) test 
The equation for Jarque-Bera test is given by 
!" ! ! !"#$%#!!!! !
!"#$%&'&!! !
!"    (23) 
The JB statistic has an asymptotic chi-square distribution with two degrees of 
freedom. 
The hypothesis for the test is presented as 
!! ! !"#$%&!!"#$%"&'$"()! !"#$!"##!!"!!"#$!!"#!!"#!$$!!"#$%&'&!!"!!"#$!
!! ! !"! ! !"#$%&!!"#$%"&'$"()!!
The null hypothesis of normality is rejected if the calculated test statistics 
exceeds a critical value from the !!!!!  distributions. The parameters used in this 
study were: significance!!"#"!!! ! !!!"!!"#!!"#$#!%&!!"#$% ! !!!!. The results of 
this test are presented in Figures in Appendix 2 (Rock sites) and indicate that the 
GMPEs are not normally distributed. 
! *$!
4.7 Log likelihood (LLH) Ranking Method 
The quantitative decision favoring different models requires a meaningful 
measure to distinguish candidate probabilistic models. Scherbaum et al. (2009) 
provides a ranking criterion based on information theory (see details in the 
original paper on the theoretical aspects of the method not discussed here). This 
technique is based on the probability for an observed ground motion to be 
realized under the hypothesis that a model is true. It provides one value, the 
negative average log-likelihood (LLH) (Delavaud et al., 2012), which reflects the 
fit between data and model. 
Within an information theory framework, the Kullback-Leibler !!"! 
distance (Delavaud et al., 2009) gives this measure. The !" distance between 
two models ! and ! is given as  
! !!! ! !! !"#! ! ! !! !"#! !    (24) 
where !!is the expected value taken with respect to !. The distance 
quantitatively represents the amount of information loss if the model ! is 
substituted by model !. Here, for a base 2 logarithm, its unit is bit (binary digit 
which measures information or entropy, based on logarithmic base 2). For the 
model comparison, i.e. two models !! and !!, only their relative !" distance 
! !!!! ! ! !!!! , is taken into account. As a result, the expectation of the 
unknown model ! drops out as a constant. The second expectation, 
!!! !"#! ! ! ! ! !!!!! !"#! ! !!  can be estimated by the average sample 
log likelihood 
! *%!
!!" ! ! !! !"#! ! !!
!
!!!      (25) 
with N the number of observations !! and ! the probability density function 
predicted by the GMPE (normal distribution, with standard deviation and the total 
sigma of the model). The ranking of the models according to their fit of the NGA-
East database is presented in !"#$%&!!"! !" for all sites, rock, soil and deep soil 
sites respectively. A small LLH value indicates that the candidate GMPE is close 
to the model that has generated the data, while a large LLH value corresponds to 
a model that is less likely of having generated the data. The final LLH value 
characterizing the fit between the data and the model is simply the mean of all 
individual LLH values given in the Factor column. 
 
Table 17: Summary table for LLH results for all sites and within 100km 
!"#$ %&' ()*+ (),+ ()-+ ().+ *)(+ ,)(+ /'0123 4'56
$#478- !"#$# !"#%% !"$&# !"$!$ !"'#' !"'#( !")** !"$%# *
9:(, !"#') !"#(' !"$$! !"$)$ !"$+% !"'#* !"'+% !"$%# ,
;<=. !"#$$ !"#&% !"#+$ !"$'% !"$(! !"'%# !")$) !"$)$ -
;<(>% !"#)! !"#)* !"$&+ !"$!' !"'$& !"$() !"'$' !"$)* ?
;<(> !"#'! !"#)* !"$&+ !"$!' !"'$$ !"$($ !"'#+ !"$'( .
9@(, !"#'# !"#(' !"$$' !"$)' !"$+% !"$++ !"'&& !"$'% >
;<(>A !"#'' !"#)& !"$## !"$!' !"'#! !"$!% !"'#$ !"$') B
9C(, !"#%& !"#!# !"$&# !"$$( !"$!+ !"'*! !"'#% !"$'# D
/=> !"#'% !"##* !"#+$ !"$)* !"'*# !"'#% !"'$) !"$$+ =
$#478* !"#)' !"#'% !"$#+ !"$%# !"$($ !"'*$ !"$!& !"$$) *(
$#478, !"*'+ !"&%( !"$&) !"$%( !"'&# !"')* !")'# !"$#+ **
#EF** !"#)# !"#%$ !"#!! !"#$' !"$#! !"'*+ !")#( !"$#! *,
@(- !"#&+ !"#*' !"#*% !"#%$ !"$!% !"'#' !")*+ !"$&' *-
F#(. !"#&* !"#*% !"#'+ !"&** !"$!# !"'#& !"'+$ !"#+$ *?
F(, !"#&+ !"&$% %"+($ !"&%$ !"$&$ !"$() !"'!* !"#$( *.
$#478? %"!*! !"*+( %"(#( %"(*! %"('+ %"+*' !"#)$ %"+#& *>
;(D% )")$( %"+$& %"()+ !"&## !"$'& !"#!% !"$*( %"+&& *B
9(* %"%!# !"*!% %"!(& %"!%) %"($' %"(!) !"#$( %"(+# *D
;(D ()"+%# %"+&) '"$!' '"$$& %"*%# )")%+ !"*!( '"$#! *=  
 
! *&!
Table 18: Summary table for LLH results for rock sites and within 100km 
!"#$ %&' ()*+ (),+ ()-+ ().+ *)(+ ,)(+ /'0123 4'56
789. !"#$% !"#&% !"'(! !")'* !")(! !"$#+ !"$&' !")+( *
$#4:;- !"#'' !"#*# !"')& !")'+ !")&+ !")%$ !"$$) !"'%$ ,
/9< !"#)* !"#!) !"'&+ !"))( !")!& !")*# !")*) !"'%' -
78(<% !"#$$ !"#!% !"'&+ !")$! !")!& !")$# !")*+ !"'%+ =
78(< !"#)( !"#!* !"'&# !")$& !")!& !"))% !")!( !"'*! .
>?(, !"#$! !"#*! !"'&) !")#' !")&( !")&) !")!( !"'*! <
78(<@ !"#)) !"#!% !"'&$ !")(+ !")!+ !"))$ !")!+ !"'*& A
>B(, !"#($ !"#*& !"')$ !"'!& !")#) !")&! !"$$( !"'*' C
$#4:;* !"#$& !"#!+ !"'(* !")+& !")'$ !")&+ !")*$ !"'!* 9
$#4:;, &"%*) !"+%( !"'&$ !"))' !")($ !"$++ !"$*( !"'!) *(
>D(, !"#() !"#*& !"')' !"'!) !")#% !")$& !")!( !"'&% **
D(- !"#'% !"#$$ !"#!# !"')& !")$! !")!% !"$)% !"'&$ *,
#EF** !"#)% !"#(* !"'+% !"'+& !"'&( !")$) !"$&( !"'(( *-
F#(. !"#+) !"#$% !"'#+ !"##& !")$% !")** !"$'( !"'$* *=
F(, !"#'* !"+&( &"%(# !"#)' !"'!! !")$& !"$+) !"#*& *.
7(C% ("*#& &"%++ &"*&+ !"##% !"'%) !"')! !"'&$ &"%'! *<
>(* &"&*) !"+#& &"!!! &"!!' &"*$+ &"*%& !"'!' &"*%$ *A
$#4:;= &"&*) !"+#& &"!!! &"!&$ &"*#$ &"*%& !"'!' &"**% *C
7(C **"#'+ &"*(! $"!&$ $"&%% &"'+' ("!(' !"+(% $"!!% *9  
 
Table 19: Summary table for LLH results for soils sites and within 100km 
!"#$ %&' ()*+ (),+ ()-+ ().+ *)(+ ,)(+ /'0123 4'56
78(9% !"##$ !"#%& !"'(& !"'$! !"&)% !"&** !"&+( !"''! *
78(9 !"##) !"#%' !"'(+ !"'$% !"&)' !"'%% !"&&$ !"''# ,
78(9: !"##$ !"#%& !"'(! !"'$+ !"&)! !"&** !"&'# !"''# -
$#4;<- !"#*( !"'(* !"'(# !"''* !"&(& !"''+ !"&$+ !"'#( =
78>. !"#*& !"#'! !"'** !"''( !"&*) !"'&! !"&&! !"'$& .
/>9 !"#(+ !"#'$ !"'** !"'$+ !"'%% !"'!' !"&&( !"'$' 9
#?@** !"##% !"#%( !"'*' !"#'% !"')+ !"'+$ !"&)) !"')* A
@#(. !"#)' !"##! !"#+( !"#%& !"'&# !"'#& !"&$! !"'(# B
C(- !"$%$ !"#'! !"#&) !"'(! !"'#+ !"')$ !"&#+ !"'*! >
$#4;<, !")+& !"$'% !"'*+ !"''# !"'%+ !"'&! !"&'# !"'*# *(
DE(, !"##% !"#'# !"#%) !"#%) !"''# !"'(# !"'!* !"'*$ **
$#4;<* !"#&) !"$%( !"#%+ !"'(* !"&(* !"#%' !"#*% !"#+) *,
DC(, !"#*) !"#(# !"##& !"#'' !"'*+ !"#%% !"'#+ !"#&! *-
DF(, !"#*( !"#(# !"##+ !"#'# !"'*% !"#%# !"'#* !"#&& *=
@(, !"$!( !"$(' !"$$( !"#)% !"#+% !"#+) !"&(! !"#$$ *.
7(B% &"%(# !"(+( !"$#$ !"#)( !"'$! !"##% !"$&* !"$(' *9
D(* !"(!% !")+! !")+* !")%# !")$% !"))& !"$!) !")&+ *A
$#4;<= !"(!% !")+! !")+* !")+& !"))( !"))& !"$!) !")&# *B




Table 20: Summary table for LLH results for deep soils sites and within 100km 
!"#$ %&' ()*+ (),+ ()-+ ().+ *)(+ ,)(+ /'0123 4'56
78(9% !"#!$ !"#%& !"'&& !"'!# !"(($ !")*& !")+( !"'++ *
78(9: !"#!$ !"#%& !"#++ !"'!# !"('% !")$+ !")+( !"'+% ,
78(9 !"#!& !"#!+ !"#+% !"'!* !"('( !")$% !")+( !"'+! -
$#4;<* !"#%& !"#!* !"'&+ !"'!* !"((& !")*( !")(( !"'+( =
#>?** !"#+# !"'$& !"'&! !"#!! !"($$ !")#+ !"!&$ !"'+$ .
@A(, !"#!' !"'&+ !"'&+ !"')$ !"(&$ !"(!' !")(' !"'%# 9
$#4;<- !"#'( !"#%! !"'&# !"')& !"(## !"(+' !")(! !"'%# B
@C(, !"#!% !"'$* !"'$$ !"'(% !"'+! !"(!& !")'+ !"'%* D
@E(, !"#!! !"'$$ !"'$* !"')& !"'+! !"()' !")#* !"'!+ F
/F9 !"#'( !"#)* !"#!) !"''& !"(#$ !")&& !")%$ !"'!) *(
78F. !"##( !"#(! !"#%& !"''# !"(*& !"(+( !")!( !"'!* **
?#(. !"#(+ !"#() !"#(% !"#%) !"($& !"(%$ !")'+ !"'(! *,
C(- !"#'& !"#'$ !"##! !"'$& !"'%# !"()+ !")(# !"''% *-
$#4;<, !"*$! !"*(' !"#!) !"''& !"(*& !"(+& !"))+ !"'#% *=
?(, !"##) !"*&& !"*** !"#'' !"'(& !"(*+ !")'' !"#%+ *.
7(D% )"!## !"&%+ !"*!) !"'$' !"($% !"()+ !"(%) !"#$* *9
7(D )"#!! !"&'% !"#&( !"*'% !"'+& !"($) !")%* !"*#% *B
@(* !"&!( !"$'( !"$'& !"$%+ !"*$) !"**+ !"'#+ !"*&( *D
$#4;<= !"&!( !"$'( !"$'& !"$%# !"*&$ !"**+ !"'#+ !"*&* *F  
 
Information theory model selection gives robust solutions to the problem of 
determining a meaningful measure of distance (bias) between the unknown 
model representing reality and the candidate model. This problem is based on 
the likelihood concept for a set of data observations. The likelihood, which gives 
the probability of the observed data under the model, enables us to tell how likely 
a model behaves under a given dataset (Scherbaum et al., 2009). 
From !"#$%!!" it can be noted that the LLH values range roughly between 
2.4 and 3.3 except for the A08, which has higher values. The perfect LLH value 
for normal distribution with ! ! !!!"#!! ! ! is between 1.4-1.5. For perfectly 
GMPE, we expect to have an LLH value close to a normal distribution LLH 
values.  Most of the GMPEs yield stable LLH values across the whole spectral 
period range considered. The same information is presented in Figures in 
Appendix 3. 
! +)!
For rock sites !!"#$%!!"! the results indicate that AB95 is the best 
performing GMPE overall. The LLH values are stable across the spectral periods 
and range between 2.5-5.2 with a few exceptions in A08, which yields higher LLH 
values. The result for the soil sites (Table 20) shows that the LLH values range 
between 2.3-5.4. AB06p is the best GMPEs here followed by AB06 and AB06+ 
respectively. The LLH value for A08 at peak ground acceleration is consistently 
higher than the rest. The results for deep soil sites (Table 20) indicate that AB06p 
is the best performing GMPE followed by AB06+ and AB06. The LLH values 
range between 2.29-3.62 for the deep soil sites. 
The LLH technique is a very practical and powerful tool to quantify the fit 
between predictive equations and observations. For an LLH value of 1.5-1.6, the 
distribution of the normalized residuals matches well a standard normal 
distribution, whereas for greater values than ~3-4, the mean, sigma or both 
values calculated from the residual distribution strongly moves away from the 
parameters of the standard normal distribution. The fit between the observations 
and the predictions in several cases tend to vary greatly with spectral period. 
Finally, it can be noted that the LLH technique favors models with higher sigma 
(smaller LLH values can be interpreted as the accurate description of aleatory 
variability posed by the ground motion dataset). Note that the LLH method would 
only favor a GMPE with smaller sigma if the observed data display a closer 
distribution to the median estimation of the GMPE in question (Kale and Akkar, 
2012). 
! +"!
4.8 Euclidean Distance Ranking Method 
The EDR methodology considers separately the ground motion 
uncertainty (i.e., standard deviation of the ground motion model) and the bias 
between the observed data and the median estimations of candidate GMPEs 
(i.e., model bias). Indices computed from the consideration of aleatoric variability 
and model bias or their combination could be used to rank the GMPEs.  
The EDR method assumes that the natural logarithms of the predictive 
model as well as the Euclidean distances computed for each data point are 
normally distributed. The Modified Euclidean distance (MDE) is considered as a 
probability based average that is used as an index to account for the effect of 
sigma while testing the performance of GMPEs under a given ground motion 
dataset.  
A significant trend between the observed data and the corresponding 
median estimation can be interpreted as the biased representation of the ground 
motion data by the candidate predictive model. The measure of bias between the 
observed and estimated data is calculated by the parameter !"##"!!!!. A higher 
value of ! indicates dominant bias in the estimation of the considered GMPE. 
Final ranking is given by the calculated EDR index. The EDR index represents 
the overall probability of the differences between the estimated and the observed 
data. A smaller EDR value is an indicator of well representation of the ground 
motion dataset by the predictive model. 
! +'!
The results of the three indices calculated are presented for all site 
classes and rock sites in !"#$%&!!"! !" and soil and deep soil sites in Appendix 
4. The immediate observation from these tables is that given the ground motion 
database, the performances of GMPEs show differences in terms of addressing 
the aleatoric variability and model bias. For example A08p, AB06p, AB06+ and 
AB06 perform better in addressing the aleatoric uncertainty and model bias for 
the considered ground motion database. These results are consistent with the 
classical residual analysis for all the sites combined. 
! +*!
Table 21: MDE Results Ranking for all sites combined 
 
 
Table 22: Kappa Results Ranking for all sites combined 
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Table 23: EDR Results Ranking for all sites combined 
 
 
For example, when testing results from rock site classes, AB06p, EPRI2, 
AB06+ perform better in terms of aleatory variability (smaller MDE component in 
EDR) and model bias, and even overall they still do well. PZT11 performs better 
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respectively at longer periods (2.0s). !"#$%&!!"! !" capture the variability in the 
performance of GMPEs in terms of addressing the aleatoric variability and model 
bias. 
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Table 24:  MDE ranking for Rock sites 
 
 
Table 25: Kappa ranking for rock sites 
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Table 26: EDR ranking for rock sites 
 
 
One particular advantage of EDR is that it not only provides an idea on the 
overall performance of tested predictive models but also informs the analyst 
about the individual contributions of sigma (i.e., the level of aleatory variability) 
and bias in median estimations to the overall performance of GMPEs. 
Accordingly, as indicated before, EDR offers different levels of information to the 
analyst for considering the aleatory uncertainty, degree of bias between the 
observed and the median estimations and the combination of these two 
components. 
Kale and Akkar (2012) note that MDE would provide valuable information 
in site-specific hazard studies if the concern were very long return periods 
(!! !! !!! ! !"##!!"#$%!. Further they suggest that the overall EDR index can be 
used more favorably to identify the most suitable set of GMPEs for regional 
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hazard studies because better performance of GMPEs in representing the overall 
data trend and aleatoric variability may yield more realistic hazard results for 





A08p, AB06p and AB06+ give a better performance over the other GMPEs 
when I considered the combined site classes. For the rock sites A08p, AB95 and 
A08 can be considered as better performing GMPEs. For soil sites, AB06, AB06+ 
and AB06p performs well in matching the predicted to observed ground motion. 
For deep soil sites, EPRI4, EPRI2 and A08p give better performance overall 
compared to other GMPEs. The test statistic results for the residual follow similar 
patterns as those of the database itself, e.g., non-normality and skewed 
distributions. 
The normality test was done using various methods. The results were 
further probed by kurtosis and skewness analysis. Most of the GMPEs can be 
considered as having moderate skewness with model A08 showing high 
skewness. From the kurtosis analysis, most of the GMPEs were classified as 
being leptokurtic in distribution. This implies that most of the GMPEs are likely to 
be influenced by extreme values. From the Z score, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), 
Lilliefors and Jarque-Bera tests, the results indicates that the GMPEs residuals 
are not normally distributed. In general, from the z-scores, the GMPEs follow 
closely a normal distribution. 
The results from the theoretical information technique (LLH) by 
Scherbaum et al. 2009 gave different results than the classical residual analysis 
and the EDR method. For all sites combined, the LLH values were within 2.4-3.3, 
which means that the GMPEs were comparable to each other except the A08 
predictive model, which had higher LLH values.  
! #(!
The LLH method favors GMPEs with larger standard deviations as they 
can predict the outlier observations with higher probabilities. The LLH method 
indicates a better performing GMPE with larger sigma especially if the observed 
data are accumulated away from the median estimations. Kale and Akkar (2012) 
observed the same). This implies that the predictive model with larger sigma 
would yield larger probability of occurrence indicating that it can capture these 
outliers better than its alternative. This is why the ranking of the GMPEs using 
LLH method differs significantly from the other two methods, namely EDR and 
the classical residual analysis technique 
The EDR methodology could be considered as the best method of ranking 
the GMPEs as it considers separately the ground motion uncertainty and the bias 
between the observed data and the median estimations of the candidate GMPEs. 
The EDR methodology accounts for aleatory variability in ground motion 
estimation (through standard deviations of GMPEs). It also considers the bias 
between median estimations and observed ground motion data (model bias). The 
bias between median ground motion estimations and general variation of the 
observed data is identified by the ! parameter, which makes an analogy to the 
classical residual analysis concept. The uncertainty in the ground motion 
variability is addressed by calculating the probability distribution of the difference 
between the observed data and corresponding estimations for a range of sigma 
values. This sets this method apart from the LLH method since the LLH method 
computes the occurrence probability of the observed data point by using the 
corresponding estimation that is assumed to be log-normally distributed with 
! #)!
median and sigma values of the candidate GMPE. From the EDR results A08, 
AB06p and AB06+ were considered as the best performing models when you 
consider combined site classes. For the rock sites, AB06p, EPRI2, AB06+, and 
SD02 were considered to do better. 
Finally it can be concluded that there is no clear dominance of any model 
over the other for the NGA-East database for a broad range of magnitude and 
distance intervals. The current GMPEs seem to predict the ground motion better 
than most of the proposed GMPEs for the 2014 NSHMP maps. In general, newer 
GMPEs tend to predict lower ground motion levels than older GMPEs. This can 
be attributed to geometrical spreading used in the GMPE with the newer GMPEs 
using !!!!! whereas the older GMPEs using !!!!!.  
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 Appendix 1: Comparative rankings of candidate GMPEs as a 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix 3: Results of LLH 




Table 28: Summary Table for LLH results for Deep Soil sites and within 100km 
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Appendix 4: Results for EDR Methodology 
Table 29: Summary Table for MDE results for Soil sites and within 100km  
 
 
Table 30: Summary Table for Kappa results for Soil sites and within 100km  
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Table 32: Summary Table for MDE results for Deep Soil sites and within 100km  
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Table 33: Summary Table for Kappa results for Deep Soil sites and within 100km  
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